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Administration of anaesthesia for obstetric and non-obstetric surgery during 
pregnancy has always been a challenge to the attending anaesthesiologists. 
Data from developing nations is lacking, but statistics from the developed world 
reveals that 1-2% of all obstetric patients present for emergency non-obstetric 
surgery once in their lifetime. Numerous diseases and their complications 
during pregnancy can cause hospitalization of a pregnant female, which 
may require surgical intervention. Surgical emergencies such as torsion of 
ovarian cysts, appendicitis, strangulated hernias, traumatic injuries, etc., 
during pregnancy warrant immediate treatment. The risk of surgery is not 
much different from the general population, but anaesthetic management is 
extremely challenging during this period. Safety of both the mother and the 
foetus in utero is the prime objective while delivering anaesthesia services 
during these emergency surgical procedures. In spite of new advancements 
in clinical arena and technology, anaesthesiologists have to face numerous 
challenging tasks in delivering safe anaesthesia services. Besides socio-
cultural barriers, clinical challenges, which include but are not limited to 
changing population characteristics, such as advanced maternal age, obesity, 
comorbidities, including diabetes, severe anaemia, cardiac diseases, etc., all 
produce a huge uphill task for anaesthesiologists.

Physiological characteristics connected with pregnancy and the 
pharmacological profile of different medications is compulsory to direct safe 
sedation. Both provincial and General Anaesthesia (GA) are related with likely 
intricacies, some of which might be uncommon however can be deadly or for 
all time disabling. The precautionary measures during surgeries spin around 
avoidance of four 'H' that is, hypoxemia, hypotension, hypovolaemia and 
hypothermia. Remembering the changed physiology of the mother and giving 
due thought to the utilitarian respectability of uterine blood stream.

Administration of physiological condition throughout maternity, the amount 
of gestation for conduct of physiological condition will be divided into the 
subsequent major categories. The desires of anaesthesia for the duration 
of being pregnant are to make sure restoration of the mom and regular 
continuation of the being pregnant except harm to the fetus. The anaesthetic 
administration need to be the identical as for the non-pregnant affected person 
with an aneurysm, barring that a pregnant affected person is truly two patients. 
Pregnant sufferers have different wants due to the fact of the physiologic 
adjustments that appear in the course of pregnancy.

Physiologic adjustments at some stage in being pregnant might also 
amplify the hazard of coronavirus sickness 2019 (COVID-19) infection. Limited 
information exhibit serious issues of COVID-19 contamination and pregnancy. 
Severe unfavourable maternal and perinatal consequences such as preterm 
delivery, intensive care unit admission, and neonatal and intrauterine dying 

have been reported. Our expertise of the epidemiology, pathogenesis, sickness 
progression, and medical path of COVID-19 is constantly altering as extra data 
and proof emerge. The existing case provides similarly insights on COVID-19 
and anesthesia issues for sufferer’s present process caesarean delivery. In 
this case report, we describe a successful spinal anesthetic in a pregnant 
female with verified COVID-19. To put together for the probability of caring for 
female all through labor and caesarean delivery, anaesthesia authorities ought 
to comprehend how to grant safe, patient-centered care and how to shield 
each member of the obstetric group from publicity to the virus. In addition, it is 
paramount that our occupation shares our experiences and practices to assist 
information our multidisciplinary strategy in turning in the first-rate care viable 
to these women [1-5].

Pregnant ladies might also be particularly prone to respiratory pathogens 
due to the fact of the physiological modifications in each their immune and 
cardiorespiratory systems making them illiberal to hypoxia. There is some 
proof suggesting that the risk of imperative sickness might also be greatest 
in the later levels of pregnancy. Parturient are additionally extra susceptible to 
secondary bacterial pneumonia in addition to the viral inflammatory process. 
The scientific results of pregnant ladies at some point of the SARS epidemic 
had been worse than these of non-pregnant women, with greater charges of 
tracheal intubation, renal failure, and disseminated intravascular coagulation. 
In addition to the effect of COVID-19 on a pregnant woman, there are 
issues referring to the possible effect on foetal and neonatal outcomes. Viral 
pneumonia in pregnant women is related with an expanded threat of preterm 
birth, intrauterine growth retardation, and perinatal mortality. 

The onset of signs is typically within 14 days of exposure. Symptoms vary 
from slight to severe, and most frequently consist of fever and cough and much 
less frequently dyspnoea, fatigue, headache, and anosmia. Asymptomatic 
contamination is possible. Pregnant women with COVID-19 are more possibly 
to be delivered via caesarean section other case sequence observed that most 
caesarean births have been for indicators different than maternal compromise 
due to SARS-CoV-2 infection. The presence of COVID-19 provides challenges 
to the anaesthesia issuer and wider group and the possible to come across 
pregnant patients with suspected of tested COVID-19 within maternity services 
must be considered, with steps taken to prepare for their management. Units 
have to increase plans for frequent methods and scenarios.
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